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First of all, my thanks to my excellent stewards.  I was delighted to have the opportunity to judge 

Norwegian Elkhounds and I was pleased to have some lovely dogs to go over.  However I must 

make a comment about ears.  The standard is quite clear that they should be ‘small’ and slightly 

taller than their width at the base.  Virtually all the dogs had ears which were too tall by far and 

although I recognise that this is just one aspect of breed type it detracts from the breed’s correct 

expression for me.   

MPD 1 (0) 1 Hodkinson & Mortimer’s Laakso Brokki.  Standing alone but he has an excellent 

outline and a very good head.  He is a little tied at the shoulder spoiling his movement coming but he 

is still a youngster.  Super typical coat and attractive shading (BP) 

PD 1 (0) 1 Crossley’s Rothenborg Pageant at Crossridge.  Very much a teenager so rather gangly at 

the moment.  Chest little shallow Tail set too far back and not tightly curled enough.  Good 

expression.  Tends to ‘crab’ coming and going but good from the side.  I would like to see him again 

when he has matured 

JD 1 (0) Simms’ Seasara Earl Grey 1 This is a lovely example the breed although just a little long in 

back.  Very good head and expression and a good structure, tail and feet: moved very well. 

LD 3 (1) 1 Stephenson’s Bowerhinton Bangalore.  A good quality masculine dog with an excellent 

outline, good expression, tail, coat and shading.  Unfortunately, for all his good qualities, he paces 

and this inevitably gives him an unattractive roll as he does so.  

2 Medhurst’s Ellahyde Fine n’ Dandy.  Good expression, tail and coat.  He is too short in the neck 

and rather too straight in the hindquarter which results in an uncomfortably short stride on the move. 

OD 5(3) 1 McHugh’s Kinderhorn Espen of Conrick.  Good outline and structure with the correct 

substance required of the breed.  Good head, coat, tail set and carriage.  Moved well. (Res BD).  

2 Maun’s Ch Bowerhinton Brouhaha.  Close up to one.  Very good head and expression although a 

lighter type than 1 and just a little long in back: mouth close to level. 

SpV 7-9 2 (0). 1 Simms’ Ch Bowerhinton Broder at Elverdal.  A lovely example of the breed.  

Excellent head, coat and tail although set could be marginally better.  Good shape and structure 

moved well.  

2. Gray’s Strom Footloose for Grasilva (Imp USA).  Just a little too much substance for the breed 

and too round in chest. Very good head.  Perhaps a little long and has an untypical tail set. 

SpV 10+ 2 (1) 1. Ch/Am Ch/Can Ch Kamgaard Kut Above (imp USA).  This is a super dog with a 

lovely outline, excellent structure: everything I expect in the breed.  Moved very well - an absolute 

delight. (BiS) 

Sp BD 1 (0) Medhurst’s Ellahyde Fine ‘n’ Dandy as seen 

MPB 2(0) 1 Mortimers’ Lakkso Belina.  Lovely, promising puppy although perhaps a fraction long 

Very good head: moved well. 

 2 Allchin’s Barbelka Betty Boop of Carolan.  Just a baby but lots of potential.  Still too small for the 

present but has a super shape and is very pretty. 

PB 1 (0) 1. Crossley’s Rothenborg Pasha at Crossridge.  Pretty bitch with a good outline.  Good 

head, expression, tail set and carriage but still to mature and needs more ring practice. 

JB 3(1) 1 Middleton’s Graythor Lo Lykkelig.  A lovely bitch although a little short on the leg.  Good 

feet, expression, coat, tail set and carriage.  Moved well although has a tendency to pace.  

2. Maun’s Bowerhinton Bettina.  Very feminine head but a little long and light in body.  Good hind 

angulation but dips in the back.  Perhaps a little too wide in front although she moved well. 

 SpY. 2 (1). 1. Meyrick’s Skogly’s VL Akerselva by Norvin.  A gorgeous example of the breed.  

Super outline, lovely head and expression.  Good construction and movement: a delight (BB) 

PGB 3 (0) 1 Meyrick’s Skogly’s VL Akerselva by Norvin As seen  



2. Haughstad’s Skogyly’s VL Saksumdal Saga.  Nice bitch of good construction but perhaps a little 

long.  Attractive expression.  Tail set not her fortune. 

LB 2 (1) 1 Gray’s Grasilva Culderry.  Good shape although a little masculine in expression: up to 

size.  Rather shallow in chest which affected movement coming. 

OB 5 (1) 1 Middleton’s Ch Graythor Norwegian Lights ShCM.  A super bitch in virtually every 

respect.  Set on of neck just a little too upright but excellent outline otherwise an ideal structure.  She 

is the right size and build for the breed and very feminine: moved well too. (RBB)  

2. Allchin’s Laakso Kia’s Cracker of Carolon.  Well-structured bitch but a little too heavy 

throughout and slightly over angulated in the hindquarter. 

SpV 7-9 1(0) Middleton’s Ch Bowerhinton Be Madam’s Spy at Graythor ShCM.  A lovely bitch.  

Excellent shape and construction.  Feminine head and expression.  Moved very well. Good tail set 

and carriage. 

SpV 10+ 2 (0) 1 Mortimer’s Ch Laakso’s Going for Gold.  10 ½ and looking very good.  Lovely 

head and expression.  Good structure and moved very well  

2. Gray’s Bowerhinton Better Behave.  She has a very attractive head but is just a little long in back.  

Her tail is set a little low although that is perfectly excusable for 13 1/2  

Brace 1 Mortimer’s mother and daughter: a very well matched pair 
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